Abstract. We consider an initial boundary value problem for a symmetrizable mixed hyperbolic-parabolic system of conservation laws with a small vis-
Introduction
We consider a one-dimensional system of conservation laws with a small parameter ε set in the domain x > 0, (1) u
x , x > 0, t > 0, where u ε ∈ R n and F : U → R n , B : U → R n×n . We will assume that F and B are smooth (C ∞ ). We add to this system an initial condition u ε (0, x) = u 0 (x) and a boundary condition that we will detail later. We assume that the eigenvalues of B have nonnegative real part and that the rank of B does not depend on u. We will denote it by r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Note that B is not necessarily invertible. We are interested in the limit of u ε when ε tends to zero. We expect that u ε tends to a solution of the inviscid problem: (2) u t + F (u) x = 0
with some boundary conditions to be determined. At first we make the natural assumptions to ensure the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for (1) [6] . There exists a change of variable u → v(u) with inverse u = g (v) in which the system can be rewritten as
with the following properties:
with b 1 (v) ∈ GL r (R).
• (H2) dg(v) is lower block diagonal,
, withg(v) ∈ GL r (R). By analogy to the terminology in gas dynamics, we shall refer to v as the primitive variable.
Next we assume that (1) is symmetrizable mixed hyperbolic-parabolic:
• (H3) there exists a positive definite symmetric Σ(u) such that (1) Σ(u)dF (u) is symmetric, (2) Σ(u)B(u)X · X ≥ α|B(u)X| 2 , ∀X ∈ R n , where α > 0, and · stands for the scalar product of R n . We denote by v = (w, z) the corresponding block decomposition of v.
Note that since df (v)= dF (u)dg(v), b(v)= B(u)dg(v), setting S(v)= dg(v) t Σ(v), we get that (H3) is equivalent to • (H3 ) There exists S(v) such that (1) S(v)dg(v) is positive definite symmetric, (2) S(v)df (v) is symmetric, (3) S(v)b(v)X
We point out that (H3) (1) implies that the inviscid system (2) is hyperbolic. Moreover (H3) (2) implies that dg t Σdg is block diagonal (see [11] , Lemma 4.1). Hence thanks to (H2), we get
where S w (v) is positive definite symmetric. Consequently, writing the block decomposition of df as
we get from (H3 )(2) that S w (v)h(v) is symmetric. This means that the system obtained from (3) by removing the second equation is symmetric-hyperbolic. Finally, we also assume that the hyperbolic and parabolic modes do couple:
• (H4) The kernel of B does not contain any eigenvector of dF . The structural hypotheses (H1-H4) are verified by many physical equations as those of compressible gas dynamics and magnetohydrodynamics.
Next we make hypotheses to deal with the initial boundary value problem. We focus on the case of a noncharacteristic boundary. We assume that the boundary is noncharacteristic for both the viscous (1) and the inviscid (2) systems:
• (H5) dF (u) and h(v) are nonsingular. Note that an inflow or outflow boundary condition makes the boundary noncharacteristic in most cases for the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. These boundary conditions have a physical meaning since they appear in problems with aperture, such as in oil recovery. The analysis of an impermeable boundary would be different since in this case the boundary is characteristic.
We denote by q the number of eigenvalues of positive real part of dF (U ), and by p the number of eigenvalues of positive real part of h(v). An initial boundary value problem for (1) needs p + r scalar independent boundary conditions, and an initial boundary value problem for (2) needs q independent scalar boundary conditions. We deal with boundary conditions for (3) that are linear with respect to the primitive variable v. We write the boundary condition for (3) as
where l is a linear map that has rank p and g is a given constant.
In the following, in order to make energy estimates, we assume that the boundary condition (5) is "dissipative":
, such that Lv = g, LX = 0, and we
There are physical boundary conditions in the form (5) that satisfy (H6). The case of the isentropic gas dynamics will be studied below.
Note that thanks to hypotheses (H1-H5), we have p ≤ q ≤ p + r ( [12] , Corollary 1). Hence in the case q < p + r, there is a loss of boundary condition when ε tends to zero. It is due to a fast change of u ε in a vicinity of the boundary: the boundary layer. In the noncharacteristic case the size of the boundary layer is ε. When ε tends to zero, the expected behaviour of u ε is ( [2] , [1] , [12] )
where u int is a solution of (2) with the initial condition u int (0, x) = u 0 (x) and some boundary conditions that we have to determine. U (t, z) is a boundary layer; it is a solution of a differential problem where the time is only a parameter:
Note that when r < n, we have an algebraic differential system. This problem has solutions if and only if u int (t, 0) belongs to the subset C, where
This set C is called the set of residual boundary conditions. It was studied in the case r = n in [2] , [4] and in the general case in [11] . Assuming that u 0 (0) satisfies the boundary condition (5), i.e.,
Lv(u 0 (0)) = 0, we have u 0 (0) ∈ C (the associated profile of the boundary layer is U = 0). Moreover, thanks to (H1-H6) we can use [11] , Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 1.1. C is a smooth submanifold in the vicinity of u 0 (0) that has dimension q and that is transverse to the unstable subspace of dF (u 0 (0)). Consequently, thanks to a theorem of [8] , there exists a continuous solution of (2) with the boundary condition u int (t, 0) ∈ C defined on [0, T ] for some positive small time T . Assuming some higher-order compatibilities between u 0 (0) and C, we can even get a smooth solution u. Using the same method as in [4] , we can show the existence of an approximate solution of (1) in the form
Our aim is to show that the true solution u ε is close to the approximate solution if the boundary layer is sufficiently weak. More precisely, Theorem 1 (Nonlinear stability). Assuming (H1-H6) and that u 0 ∈ H 7 (R + ), there exists δ > 0 such that if (9) sup
To prove this theorem, we actually need to start from a very accurate approximate solution u app . Indeed, we will take M = 3 in the expansion (8) . The construction of such a high-order expansion requires a lot of regularity on u int (see [4] ). This is why we have to assume so much regularity on u 0 . We actually get a more precise estimate:
Our method can also provide estimates in L ∞ ([0, T ], H s ) for any s. The proof of Theorem 1 relies on energy estimates. We use the primitive variable v; hence we work on the form (3) of the equation. We combine the energy estimate of the totally parabolic case (r = n) [2] , [4] with an energy estimate of Kawashima's type [6] and a careful study of the boundary values. A key argument of the proof is the following lemma of [13] :
Lemma 2 (S-K [13]). Assuming (H1-H4), there exists a skew-symmetric K(u) and a positive constant θ such that
) we can rewrite this result as
In [9] , Lemma 2 and the estimates of [6] combined with pointwise Green's functions bounds were already used to prove the nonlinear asymptotic stability of weak time-independent viscous shock profiles for (1) . The asymptotic stability of a timeindependent profile of the boundary layer together with the stability of other nonlinear waves was studied in [10] for the isentropic gas dynamics rewritten as a p system in Lagrangian coordinates. Let us give an example of an application of our theorem. Consider the isentropic gas dynamics where v = (ρ, v), ρ being the mass density and v the fluid velocity,
.
Here we assume that ν > 0 and that p > 0 (hyperbolicity). The sound speed is c(ρ) = p (ρ). (H1-H4) are verified; moreover, the eigenvalues of dF are v ± c and the eigenvalue of (the 1 × 1 matrix) h is v. Let us first consider an outflow boundary condition
In this case, l = 0, and (H6) becomes
hence, it is satisfied. The compatibility condition (7) For a more general discussion of the various boundary conditions for the nonisentropic gas dynamics, we refer to [12] .
As in the totally parabolic case r = n, the smallness assumption (9) in Theorem 1 is linked with the stability of the boundary layer. In [12] an example of a large unstable boundary layer is given. To understand the mechanism of instability in the boundary layer, we set θ = t ε , z = x ε , we fix some time τ in u app and we linearize about the leading term of u app with respect to ε. We get the linear system (14) where
Here stands for ∂ ∂z . We will say that the profile of the boundary layer u int (τ, 0) + U (τ, z) for some fixed τ is linearly stable if the solutions of this system tend to zero when t tends to +∞. The linear stability is linked with the spectral stability as was shown in [15] , [9] , [14] . Let us define the domain of L τ as
. In [12] , it is shown that the essential spectrum of L τ is confined in {Re λ < 0} ∪ {0} thanks to (H1-H5). In the unstable half-plane {Re λ ≥ 0}\{0} the spectrum only consists of eigenvalues. Consequently, a necessary condition for the linear stability of the boundary layer is that the operator L τ does not have eigenvalues in the unstable half-plane {Re λ ≥ 0}(spectral stability). An Evans function machinery was developed in [12] to find sufficient conditions of instability.
In the first part, we show that spectral stability holds for weak boundary layers.
Theorem 3 (Spectral stability). There exists δ > 0 such that, assuming (H1-H6) and
The proof also relies on energy estimates. We first give a direct proof of Theorem 3 because it seems more enlightening to present the main ingredients of the proof of Theorem 1 in the simpler linear time-independent setting of Theorem 3. This result is not used in the proof of Theorem 1. The result of Theorem 3 could be deduced from direct energy estimates on the time evolutionary sytem (12), (13) , (14) . Nevertheless it is interesting to study the spectral stability since we can expect that, as in the totally parabolic case, the sharp assumption of spectral stability implies the nonlinear convergence result [5] .
Note that our result of Theorem 3 (obtained by a different method) implies the result of the appendix of [12] where only Dirichlet's boundary conditions were considered for (1).
In the second part, we give the proof of the full nonlinear stability result of Theorem 1.
Spectral stability
In this section, we prove Theorem 3. We study the eigenvalue problem
we omit the dependence with respect to τ in this section since τ is fixed), we rewrite the problem in the primitive variable. Hence we have to study the equation Let us assume that there exists a nonzero solution of (18), (19); without loss of generality, we assume that
In this section, since we deal with functions that take complex values, we denote by u · v the scalar product of C n ,
and by | · | 2 the associated norm. We then define
We split the proof of the theorem into several lemmas. We will collect all the estimates at the end of the section to reach our conclusion.
We first give an energy estimate in the same spirit as in the totally parabolic case [2] , [4] or in the pure Dirichlet's boundary condition case [12] : Lemma 4. Assume that v is a solution of (18), (19) that satisfies (22). Then, when δ is sufficiently small, we have the estimate
Note that the first estimate (23) gives
Proof. We first use the same energy estimate as in the strictly parabolic case [2] , [4] and the full Dirichlet case [12] . We take the Hermitian product of (16) by Sv (in this section, we will denote S(V ) by S for the sake of simplicity) and we take the real part, getting
Since SA is symmetric, we get
Next, integrating by parts, we have
Thanks to (H3 ), we have
moreover, we have
thanks to the structure of the matrix b given by (H1) and (19). Using again (H1) and (4), we have
for every η > 0 by using the Young inequality. Moreover, we have
|V ||v| 2 thanks to (H1) and (20). Collecting these various inequalities, we have shown
Re
To conclude, we first choose η = 
|V ||w|
To prove (25), we also take the scalar product of (16) by Sv, we take the imaginary part and we only use
We get Im λ||v|| 2 ≤ C(||z || 2 + ||v || ||v|| + δ||v|| 2 ).
To conclude, it suffices to use (23), which gives, in particular,
and the normalization assumption (22).
In the case of a pure Dirichlet boundary condition, a weighted energy estimate on the hyperbolic part of the system (that is to say on the first n − r equations) was used in [12] to bound the term
This estimate was similar to the one used by Goodman [3] for the stability of viscous shock profiles. This was efficient because of the upwind propagation. In our more general setting, we use an energy estimate of "Kawashima's type" [6] , [9] .
Lemma 5. Assume that v is a solution of (18), (19) that satisfies (22). Then for sufficiently small δ, we have
Proof. We use the matrix k given by (10) . We apply k to (16), we take the scalar product by v and we take the real part. Using Re(kAv , v ) = ((kA) s v , v ), we get
Here we have used the estimates (28) and (29). Using that kA 0 is skew-Hermitian, we have (kA
Consequently, we have
Since we have the estimate (10)
and hence choosing η > 0 sufficiently small, using the Young inequality and (9), we have
Consequently (30) is proved.
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To end the proof of the theorem we would want to estimate ||z || with respect to ||v || and ||v||. v is a solution of (18), (19) that satisfies (22) . Then, when δ is sufficiently small , we have
Lemma 6. Assume that
Proof. We take the derivative of (16), getting the equation
The proof is very similar to the proof of (23), in that we take the scalar product of the equation by Sv and we do an integration by parts. The "boundary" terms do not vanish since v (0) does not satisfy the boundary condition (19). We just point out that to bound the term ((S(Cv) , v ) we also do an integration by parts as in (27) to get an estimate independent of ||v ||.
Proof of Theorem 3.
We now give the proof of Theorem 3. To conclude, we first have to eliminate z (0) and v (0) in (32). We first express w (0), thanks to the hyperbolic part of equation (18):
. Note that we make a crucial use of (21).
Since the boundary is noncharacteristic for the viscous system, A 1 is nonsingular; moreover, thanks to (23), (25), we have
We deduce
since thanks to (23), we have |w(0)| 2 ≤ Cδ. The next step is to estimate |z (0)|. We use the classical Sobolev inequality
for every η > 0. Hence it suffices to estimate z (0) in (32). We use the parabolic part of the equation
We get, thanks to (23), (25), (34), and (35),
Next, we choose η such that Cη < 1, and we replace (34), (35), (36) in (32), getting
Finally, collecting (23), (30) and (37), we have shown that
Hence if δ is sufficiently small, this gives if Re λ ≥ 0, z = 0 and w(0) = 0. The hyperbolic part of the equation then becomes a first-order ordinary differential equation involving only w:
with the boundary condition w(0) = 0. Consequently we also get w = 0. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.
Nonlinear stability
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We use the form (3) of the system. Setting
, we have the two systems
Setting v ε = v app + v (we omit the dependence of v in ε), we rewrite our problem as
where
Note that v satisfies the boundary condition We choose C sufficiently large such that
We also point out that, actually, we will not use the case α = 2, β = 1 in Lemma 7.
We now come to the proof of our main theorem 1. In the proof, C stands for a number that is independent of ε but may depend on T .
Since by classical Sobolev embeddings, we have
and since by using the hyperbolic part of equation (38) (that is to say, the w component), the noncharacteristic assumption and Remark 8, we have
we get the estimate
Consequently, we choose N ≥ 6 and 5 < N 1 < N. This allows us to use Lemma 7.
Moreover, thanks to (43), we obtain by continuity from (H6) that
since v app satisfies Lv app = g. Note that our smallness assumption (9) and (6) As for the spectral stability, there are four steps in the proof. We first make the energy estimate of the totally parabolic case; next we make an estimate of Kawashima's type and an estimate on the space derivative of equation (38) . The final step is to estimate the boundary values. For this, we replace (25) in the time evolutionary setting by an energy estimate on the time derivative of the equation. At first, let us make the same energy estimate as for the totally parabolic case [2] , [4] . Using Lemma 4 and
we easily get, after absorbing the terms Cδ|w(t, 0)| 2 by the term α|w(t, 0)| 2 on the left-hand side,
where S stands for S(u app + v).
Note that an estimate such as (47) is needed to bound the terms
Next we replace the estimate (25) of the spectral stability by an estimate on the time derivative ∂ t v. Since ∂ t v still satisfies the boundary condition L∂ t v = 0, we can perform the same computation as previously on the time derivative of (38).
Thanks to Lemma 7, we get
We do not give more details since all the ideas of the computation have been used. We just point out that we have used that
and that to bound the term
we perform an integration by parts and use the block assumption (H1) and (4). This term is then dominated by
for every η > 0. We absorb the last factor by the term βε||∂ tx z|| 2 in the left-hand side by choosing η sufficiently small.
Note that for the moment, we do not use an inequality similar to (46) to bound terms such as
We bound this term by expressing ∂ t v, thanks to equation (38) and by using estimates such as (46) and (47). Then we get
Note that the factor
The estimate (46) gives
Replacing (51) in (49) yields
As for the spectral stability, the next step is to use the "Kawashima" estimate [6] , [9] . We apply k(v app + v) to (38) and we take the scalar product by ∂ x v:
We use the crucial estimate (10) . This gives
Next we write for every η > 0,
where here we have used the block structure assumption (H1) and the Young inequality. Using Lemma 7, the Young inequality, and (47) we have
By the same method, we get similar estimates for (kM
Performing an integration by parts in the last factor above, we get
and hence, since kA 0 is skew-symmetric, We obtain a higher-order estimate by using the same scheme of proof. We first come back to (49), but we use an estimate similar to (46) to bound 
